A Short History of Ferry Bridge – Part 1
Portland is a tied island, that is an island only connected to the mainland by a spit of beach
material, or tombolo, connected to land at either end. Ferry Bridge is a small area of the
causeway/tombolo connecting Wyke Regis to Portland via the A354 by a bridge which is the
only link road from the Isle of Portland to the mainland.
This area is marked by Chesil Beach or Bank to the west with the Fleet lagoon lying within its
shelter and Portland Harbour with beach to the east. The bridge provides a crossing across
the outlet of the Fleet lagoon into Portland Harbour.
The current bridge was completed in 1986 when a new channel was dug a little south of the
original outlet at Smallmouth. It replaced earlier metal and even earlier wooden
construction at Smallmouth which had been opened in 1837 to replace a ferry crossing
which had opperated from, at least the 14 C. The only other passage being along the
extensive shingle beach or across a sandbar on certain tides.
The Royal Manor of Portland
Portland has been occupied since Mesolithic times and has evidence of an early hill fort at
The Verne later used as a defensive structure by the Romans. The Saxons built the first
church on the peninsular at Church Ope and even the Vikings put in an appearance. The
Anglo Saxon Chronical notes that the earlies Viking raid on Britain was an attack on
Portland, probably about 790 predating that on Lindisfarne.
Portland has been a Royal Manor since saxon times under the authority of the Court Leet
which still exists today to manage common land.
Portland’s traditional industries were farming, fishing and limestone quarrying. Portland
stone being known world wide.
The development, in its time of one of the worlds largest manmade harbours led to its
further development for military use by the Admiralty extended already important links to
the sea. It has also seen use as a prison from the Napoleonic to recent times.
Ferry Bridge

1891 watercolour by John Upham. The posts for the ferry ropes can be seen.
(https://www.portlandhistory.co.uk/)

The original crossing was by ferry at Smallmouth where a rope attched to posts crossed the
natural outlet to allow the ferry to be pulled across to avoid the pull of the strong currents
as tidal water poured in and out of the Fleet Lagoon. At low tide, a sand bar was exposed at
some tides and used on foot by some. In November 1824 a huge storm destroyed the
existing crossing, changing it’s features, destroying both the ferry keeper’s house and

passenger shelter. The ferryman Richard Best lost his life trying to save a horse stranded on
a sand bar. The sand bar was largely destroyed and the passage four times its former width
across.
There had been calls for a bridge to replace the ferry for many years but this gained impetus
now due to the considerable danger people faced in crossing the channel but even so,
construction of a wooden bridge did not begin until 1837. It required an act of parliament
and formation of a bridge commision group of local dignitaries for Portland to final have it a
safe route to the mainland. The upkeep of this bridge was dependant on tolls, which were
gradually decreased due to a growing interest in the beach area now accessible.

The First Bridge of 1837

In 1866 the bridge was examined using divers and found to be in need of repair. It was
shortened on the Portland side by infilling some of the passage. By 1880 it was in need to
further repair and was replaced by an iron bridge completed in 1896 after responsibility for
it’s building and maintainance had been passed to Dorset County Council. A design by Sir
John Coode, designer of the Portland Breakwater was used and tolls were abolished.
The Ferry Bridge Inn, originally the Victoria Inn was built during the 1890s as the toll house
for the bridge although tolls were abolished during this decade. It continued to be a pub and
a landmark, marking the site of the original Smallmouth bridges until 2021 when it was
demolished.
Standing at Smallmouth, it is also possible to see the footprint of the railway bridge which
ran parallel to the road bridge as it hugs the coast, reappearing along the top of the beach
toward Portland.
The present bridge of mainly reinforced concrete was completed in 1985, around 180 yds
south of the original by cutting a new channel, reclaimimg some land and infilling the
existing passage.

Ferrybridge Inn (Royal Victoria Hotel) with the 1890s metal bridge over the Smallmouth Passage
(http://www.geoffkirby.co.uk/)
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